THE BEST OF ICELAND
IN 7 DAYS
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GUARANTEED
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TRAVEL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1991

Vilnius, Lithuania

Baltic Tours has been among the ranks of the best for 27 years! Since
2007 Baltic Tours in collaboration with well experienced tourism
partners have guaranteed departure tour services offering for over
30 tour programs and more than 300 guaranteed departures per year.
Our team believes in the beauty of traveling, in the vibe of adventure
and the pleasure of gastronomy. Traveling is a pure happiness - it has
become our way of living!
I have a degree in tourism management and I encourage our guests
to explore the Northeastern region of Europe in its most attractive
way.
I’ve been working in tourism industry since 2013 and I’m assisting
customers from 64 countries. Take a look at my personally selected
tours and grab your best deal now!

www.baltictours.com
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SERVICE STANDARDS

MORE VALUE

GUARANTEED ESCORTED TOURS

QUALITY, SAFETY AND SECURITY

SPECIAL FEATURES

PRE- AND POST- STAYS
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THE BEST
OF ICELAND
IN 7 DAYS

Basic The best of
Iceland in 7 days tour
package includes●
6 overnights at centrally located 4 star
hotels
6 x buffet breakfast
ICELAND

Service of English speaking guide
Service of 1st class minivans (9 seats)
throughout the itinerary

REYKJAVIK

Arrival transfer from the airport to hotel
Departure transfer from hotel to the
airport

Iceland is the world’s 18th largest island,
and Europe’s second-largest island after
Great Britain.
Iceland attracts visitors throughout the
year for the unique landscapes are home
to glaciers and geysers, volcanoes and
waterfalls. From Reykjavik most remarkable highlights are accessible in daytrips.
The main direction leads to the iconic
route of the Golden Circle (305 km, 190
miles) which encompasses many of Iceland’s most famous landmarks including
the Strokkur Geyser, Gulfoss Waterfalls
and Thingvellir National park.The Reykjanes Peninsula, with its active volcanos,
large lava fields hot springs and geysers
and the world famous Blue Lagoon hot
pools in Reykjavik.

www.baltictours.com

Iceland

PACKAGE PRICE
€1950 per 1 traveler
TWIN
ROOM

sharing twin room &
booking together

€2425 per 1 traveler
SINGLE
ROOM

in single room

€3900 per 2 travelers
DOUBLE
ROOM

sharing double room &
booking together
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2,5 h
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1 DAY: ARRIVAL IN REYKJAVIK, THE CAPITAL OF ICELAND.
Transfer from airport to hotel.

6 km

4h

2 DAY: THE ROUTE OF THE „GOLDEN CIRCLE“ – WATERFALLS, GEYSERS,
AND VALLEYS.
After breakfast departure at 9 a.m. Today we‘ll follow Iceland’s iconic route of the
„Golden Circle“. We will spend our day of this round tour exploring the famous
Golden Circle. The Golden Circle includes the UNESCO Heritage site Thingvellir
National park, Geysir hot spring as well as the mighty Gullfoss waterfall. We start
from the spectacular cascades of Gullfoss waterfall. Be spellbound by the immense beauty and sheer power of the Gullfoss waterfall, flowing into a deep and
narrow canyon, also know as Golden Falls. From there, journey toward the geothermal area around the incredible spouting hot springs of Geysir and Strokkur .

Iceland

Strokkur geyser shoot water 30 metres into the air every 8-10 min.and can be
seen from far away. Continuing on to Thingvellir National Park, where the Icelandic parliament Altingi was founded in the year 930 AD. Thingvellir valley is geologically remarkable and the tectonic plate boundaries form a breathtaking scenery. After visiting theses three top attractions we will make our way towards the
South Coast of the island en route to our accommodation for the night.

www.baltictours.com
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3 DAY: VOLCANO AND COLORFUL HIGHLAND TOUR
3,5 km

8h

After breakfast at 9 a.m. today, we continue our journey along the south coast in
the direction of Hekla, nicknamed ‘the Gateway to Hell’ in the Middle Ages, one of
Iceland’s most explosive, unpredictable and powerful volcanoes. It has erupted
twenty to thirty times since settlement, and remains active to this day. A dominant
peak, standing at 1,491 metres tall (4,892 feet) resembles an overturned boat, it
can be seen for miles around. Mount Hekla is located in the highly active volcanic
zone along the south shore.

Iceland

Before continuing to Landmannalaugar multicolored mountains range we explore Hekla surroundings. Landmannalaugar is best described as range of multicolored mountains with endless lava fields, geothermal activity and hot steamy
earth. It’s pretty impressive to be close to an active volcano viewing endless lava
and majestic colourful mountains with smoking earth around you as well. The
colours and all the beauty is so overwhelming that it’s hard to describe so as you
can imagine this is something very spectacular. The area is one of the best places
for trekking in the world.

www.baltictours.com
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4 DAY: THE SOUTHERNEST POINT OF ICELAND
5 km

3h

After Breakfast 9 a.m. we‘ll start the day with a trip to the beautiful Skógafoss
waterfall, one of the biggest waterfalls in Iceland. On the way we‘ll visit Seljalandsfoss waterfall where we can get the chance to walk behind the 60 m fall. There
will definitely be drizzle behind the breathtaking waterfall, so put on your rain
gear and get your cameras ready! Next visiting Skogar museum. It is divided into
three parts: the folk museum which offers a huge variety of tools and implements
used for fishing and farming, as well as artefacts dating back to the viking age. In
the rebuilt turf houses in the open-air museum we can catch the atmosphere of
times long gone and experience how Icelanders lived through the centuries.

Iceland

Continuing to Skógafoss, a giant of a waterfall, 23 m, wide and also dropping
down 60 m you can get up close and feel its power, and also climb of stairs up to
a stunning viewpoint. Later on today, journey on to the black sand seaside town
of Vik. With the sea on one side and high cliffs on the other, this dramatically
positioned quaint little village is Iceland’s most southerly mainland settlement.
The black sand beach of Reynisfjara is one of the country’s most scenic regions.
From the stepping-stone rock formations of Reynisdrangar, the promontory of
Dyrhólaey. After all we‘ll be back to the hotel for night.

www.baltictours.com
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5 DAY: GLACIERS AND ICEBERGS
6 km

4h

Breakfast. Today departure at 8 a.m. The long route brings us to along Iceland’s
south shore to take in more of the country’s renowned natural wonders. We‘re
going to explore Vatnajökull National Park encompassing Europe’s largest glacier. In all, the park covers roughly 12 % of Iceland’s landmass! It includes the
Skaftafell and Jökulsárgljúfur national parks within its borders. The Vatnajökull
glacier itself has an area of over 8000 km2. The glacier reaches 2000 metres at
its highest point and covers many active volcanoes.

Iceland

On the way we‘ll stop on the lake of this region to enjoy blue icebergs floating in
to the lake formed by glaciers. Experience feeling to be in Grenland or Antarktida. Exciting boat trip on the lagoon by amphibian boat sailing among the huge
icebergs in the picturesque scenery (optional for additional cost). Journey back to
your accommodation along the South coast for the evening.

www.baltictours.com
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1,5 km

1,5 h

Iceland

RECOMMENDED
(could be added for additional
price if all group agree):
•

Exciting boat trip on the
lagoon by amphibian boat
sailing among the huge
icebergs

•

Puffin or whale watching
tours or fishing tour

•

Blue Lagoon SPA

1h

6 DAY: REYKJAVIK
Today we‘ll explore Reykjavik, the world’s
northernmost capital which lies just below
the Arctic Circle. More than half habitant of
all country living in this city. Upon arrival
we‘ll take a short walk of Reykjavik to get an
enhanced appreciation of the city around
its landmark attractions and points of interest. The old harbour, the city center and the
famous Hallgrimskirkja church, Parlament
building, Harpa concert hall. If you feel
like something more active, you can take
an optional puffin or whale watching tours,
or fishing tour as well. Free time in city. We
propose you to visit the National Museum,
which depicts the history of Iceland from
the 9th century, when the first Vikings from
mainland Scandinavia arrived and settled,
to the present day or to Night in the hotel
or to spend time in Blue Lagoon.

ALL TOURS WITH

GUARANTEED
DEPARTURE!

7 DAY: BYE BYE ICELAND
Transfer from hotel to the airport.

The itinerary could be optimised
according the weather casting changes
and routes conditions

BOOK NOW & PAY LATER
-Recommended for travelers
who are looking for incredible
nature and bustling cities.
E-mail: iveta@baltictours.com
Tel. +370 615 76453
www.baltictours.com
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WE ARE A TEAM OF TRAVEL EXPERTS,
READY TO FULFILL YOUR DREAM OF
EXPLORING THE NORTHEASTERN EUROPE

Since

1991

22

programs

11

countries

www.baltictours.com

3500

travellers
a year

280

guaranteed
departures

